3 STEPS TO REUSE PUBLISHED CONTENT IN YOUR THESIS

THINK ABOUT THIS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!

Do you own the rights?

No  ❯ Yes

Do you have the right to reuse?

No  ❯ Yes

Ask the copyright holder!

❯ Yes

❯ Yes for a fee

❯ No

❯ No answer

PICTURES

Credit original work
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Anna AURIA RASCOLSA  p. 49
Antonin DANALET  p. 53

ARTICLES

1. Cite properly
   2. Describe your contribution

EPFL THESES’ EXAMPLES
Himanshu VERMA  p. 91
Stéphanie MARTIN  p. 1

Any questions about copyright and thesis, contact the library:
questions.bib@epfl.ch

HOW TO KNOW?

© read the publisher’s contract and/or license agreement
(CC) licenses, used more and more by OA journals, let you reuse articles’ content
CCC’s Rightslink service helps you
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